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Chooch and Charlie: Companions in Chaos
The editor of the classic GO ASK ALICE has compiled the poignant journals of a 14-year-old date-rape victim who contracted
AIDS and died.

Open Mic
Today it seems that almost everyone has a view on what it means to be an "incel" and why these sexless men behave the
way they do. The irony is that very little of this debate is informed sincerely with scientific data or by what these men have
to say. This engaging book takes an in-depth look at three contemporary issues - lookism, romantic satisfaction, and
modern dating - by exploring how incel men experience them in a variety of circumstances. As the very first published
approach to inceldom of its kind, Dr. Castle draws on qualitative and quantitative data as well as addressing a theory of
social interaction, which is branded The Blackpill. The author demonstrates the importance of developing an empirically
informed approach to men's societal experiences based on an understanding of the significance of physical attractiveness.
This is an important and timely book into the social problem of male inceldom which be invaluable to researchers in
sociology and gender studies, as well as professionals concerned with men's health.

The Blackpill Theory: Why Incels Are Right and You Are Wrong
Offers a collection of stories about a group of teens who, in their own ways, struggle to find their purpose in life and place in
the world, such as the constant story-telling liar Veronica and friends Ronnie and Joey who spend their days as "Teenage
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Chimps" due to their feelings of alienation from everyone at their school. Jr Lib Guild. Reprint.

Elena Vanishing
Human lactation has evolved to produce a milk composition that is uniquely-designed for the human infant. Not only does
human milk optimize infant growth and development, it also provides protection from infection and disease. More recently,
the importance of human milk and breastfeeding in the programming of infant health has risen to the fore. Anchoring of
infant feeding in the developmental origins of health and disease has led to a resurgence of research focused in this area.
Milk composition is highly variable both between and within mothers. Indeed the distinct maternal human milk signature,
including its own microbiome, is influenced by environmental factors, such as diet, health, body composition and
geographic residence. An understanding of these changes will lead to unravelling the adaptation of milk to the environment
and its impact on the infant. In terms of the promotion of breastfeeding, health economics and epidemiology is instrumental
in shaping public health policy and identifying barriers to breastfeeding. Further, basic research is imperative in order to
design evidence-based interventions to improve both breastfeeding duration and women’s breastfeeding experience.

No Choirboy: Murder, Violence, and Teenagers on Death Row
Examines the Borden murders, using newspaper articles to recreate the events and the trial and acquittal of Lizzie Borden
and exploring Lizzie's story to theorize on what may have happened.

Taking Flight
A Washington Post Best Children’s Book of 2018 Who’s Crazy? What does it mean to be crazy? Is using the word crazy
offensive? What happens when a label like that gets attached to your everyday experiences? To understand mental health,
we need to talk openly about it. Because there’s no single definition of crazy, there’s no single experience that embodies it,
and the word itself means different things—wild? extreme? disturbed? passionate?—to different people. In (Don’t) Call Me
Crazy, thirty-three actors, athletes, writers, and artists offer essays, lists, comics, and illustrations that explore a wide range
of topics: their personal experiences with mental illness, how we do and don’t talk about mental health, help for better
understanding how every person’s brain is wired differently, and what, exactly, might make someone crazy. If you’ve ever
struggled with your mental health, or know someone who has, come on in, turn the pages . . . and let’s get talking.

The Cage
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Garth Nix, bestselling author of the Keys to the Kingdom series and Shade’s Children, combines space opera with a comingof-age story in his YA novel A Confusion of Princes. Superhuman. Immortal. Prince in a Galactic Empire. There has to be a
catch…. Khemri learns the minute he becomes a Prince that princes need to be hard to kill—for they are always in danger.
Their greatest threat? Other Princes. Every Prince wants to become Emperor and the surest way to do so is to kill, dishonor,
or sideline any potential competitor. There are rules, but as Khemri discovers, rules can be bent and even broken. There are
also mysteries. Khemri is drawn into the hidden workings of the Empire and is dispatched on a secret mission. In the ruins
of space battle, he meets a young woman, called Raine, who challenges his view of the Empire, of Princes, and of himself.
But Khemri is a Prince, and even if he wanted to leave the Empire behind, there are forces there that have very definite
plans for his future.

Community College Success
In San Jose, California, in the 1990s, teenaged Sara keeps a diary of life as an Iranian American and her discovery that she
and her family entered as undocumented immigrants.

A Confusion of Princes
When Gaby faked a pregnancy to challenge stereotypes, she also changed her life. A compelling memoir from an
inspirational teenage activist. Growing up, Gaby Rodriguez was often told she would end up a teen mom. After all, her
mother and her older sisters had gotten pregnant as teenagers; from an outsider’s perspective, it was practically a family
tradition. Gaby had ambitions that didn’t include teen motherhood. But she wondered: how would she be treated if she
“lived down” to others’ expectations? Would everyone ignore the years she put into being a good student and see her as
just another pregnant teen statistic with no future? These questions sparked Gaby’s high school senior project: faking her
own pregnancy to see how her family, friends, and community would react. What she learned changed her life forever—and
made international headlines in the process. In The Pregnancy Project, Gaby details how she was able to fake her own
pregnancy—hiding the truth from even her siblings and boyfriend’s parents—and reveals all that she learned from the
experience. But more than that, Gaby’s story is about fighting stereotypes, and how one girl found the strength to come out
from the shadow of low expectations to forge a bright future for herself.

My Teenage Pregnancy
During one month in the autumn of election year 2000, scores of movie-business strivers are focused on one goal: getting a
piece of an elusive, but surely huge, television saga, the one that opens with Huns sweeping through Mongolia and closes
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with a Mormon diviner in the Las Vegas desert; the sure-to-please-everyone multigenerational TV miniseries about diviners,
those miracle workers who bring water to perpetually thirsty (and hungry and love-starved) humankind. Among the
wannabes: Vanessa Meandro, hot-tempered head of Means of Production, an indie film company; her harried and varied
staff; a Sikh cab driver, promoted to the office of -theory and practice of TV; a bipolar bicycle messenger, who makes a
fateful mis-delivery; two celebrity publicists, the Vanderbilt girls; a thriller writer who gives Botox parties; the daughter of
an L.A. big-shot, who is hired to fetch Vanessa's Krispy Kremes and more; a word man who coined the phrase -- inspired by
a true story; and a supreme court justice who wants to write the script.A few true artists surface in the course of Moody's
rollicking but intricately woven novel, and real emotion eventually blossoms for most of Vanessa's staff at Means of
Production, even herself. The Diviners is a cautionary tale about pointless ambition; a richly detailed look at the interlocking
worlds of money, politics, addiction, sex, work, and family in modern America; and a masterpiece of comedy that will bring
Rick Moody to a still higher level of appreciation.

Kid Gloves
One teenager in a skirt. One teenager with a lighter. One moment that changes both of their lives forever. If it weren’t for
the 57 bus, Sasha and Richard never would have met. Both were high school students from Oakland, California, one of the
most diverse cities in the country, but they inhabited different worlds. Sasha, a white teen, lived in the middle-class foothills
and attended a small private school. Richard, a black teen, lived in the crime-plagued flatlands and attended a large public
one. Each day, their paths overlapped for a mere eight minutes. But one afternoon on the bus ride home from school, a
single reckless act left Sasha severely burned, and Richard charged with two hate crimes and facing life imprisonment. The
57 Bus is Dashka Slater's true account of the case that garnered international attention and thrust both teenagers into the
spotlight.

Unpregnant
The world is a terrible place not to have a best friend. Scarlett was always the strong one. Halley was always content to
follow in her wake. Then Scarlett’s boyfriend died, and Scarlett learned that she was pregnant. Now Halley has to find the
strength to take the lead and help Scarlett get through it. Because true friendship is a promise you keep forever. * “Dessen
has written a powerful, polished story.”—School Library Journal, starred review Also by Sarah Dessen: Along for the Ride
Dreamland Just Listen Keeping the Moon Lock and Key The Moon and More That Summer This Lullaby The Truth About
Forever What Happened to Goodbye

The Pregnancy Project
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Seventeen-year-old Elena is vanishing. Every day means renewed determination, so every day means fewer calories. This is
the story of a girl whose armor against anxiety becomes artillery against herself as she battles on both sides of a lose-lose
war in a struggle with anorexia. Told entirely from Elena's perspective over a five-year period and cowritten with her
mother, award-winning author Clare B. Dunkle, Elena's memoir is a fascinating and intimate look at a deadly disease, and a
must read for anyone who knows someone suffering from an eating disorder.

Seeing Symmetry
From Jay Asher, the bestselling author of THIRTEEN REASONS WHY - now a Netflix TV show - and Carolyn Mackey, comes a
story of friendship, destiny, and finding love. What if you could see how your life would unfold just be clicking a button? It’s
1996 and Facebook isn't even invented. Yet somehow, best friends Emma and Josh have discovered their profiles, fifteen
years in the future … and they’re not sure they like what they see. The more Emma and Josh learn about their future lives,
the more obsessed they become on changing the destiny that awaits them. But what if focusing on the future, means that
you miss something that’s right in front of you? ?

Breastfeeding and Human Lactation
From New York Times bestselling author of POET X comes a story of a girl with talent, pride and a little bit of magic that
keeps her fire burning bright. Ever since she got pregnant during freshman year, Emoni Santiago’s life has been about
making the tough decisions, doing what has to be done for her daughter and her abuela. The one place she can let all that
go is in the kitchen. There, she lets her hands tell her what to cook, listening to her intuition and adding a little something
magical every time, turning her food into straight-up goodness. Even though she’s always dreamed of working in a kitchen
after she graduates, Emoni knows that it’s not worth her time to pursue the impossible. But then an opportunity presents
itself to not only enrol in a culinary arts class in her high school, but also to travel abroad to Spain for an immersion
program. Emoni knows that her decisions post high school have to be practical ones, but despite the rules she’s made for
her life — and everyone else’s rules that she refuses to play by — once Emoni starts cooking, her only choice is to let her
talent break free.

The Borden Murders
"The memoir of Michaela DePrince, who lived the first few years of her live in war-torn Sierra Leone until being adopted by
an American family. Now seventeen, she is one of the premiere ballerinas in the United States"-Page 5/13
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Popular
A unique looking glass into the life one of the world's most admired performers focuses on the key elements--family, career,
inspirations, and plans for the future--that make her who she is.

It Happened to Nancy
Using humor as the common denominator, a multicultural cast of YA authors steps up to the mic to share stories touching
on race. Listen in as ten YA authors — some familiar, some new — use their own brand of humor to share their stories about
growing up between cultures. Henry Choi Lee discovers that pretending to be a tai chi master or a sought-after wiz at math
wins him friends for a while — until it comically backfires. A biracial girl is amused when her dad clears seats for his family
on a crowded subway in under a minute flat, simply by sitting quietly in between two uptight white women. Edited by
acclaimed author and speaker Mitali Perkins, this collection of fiction and nonfiction uses a mix of styles as diverse as their
authors, from laugh-out-loud funny to wry, ironic, or poingnant, in prose, poetry, and comic form.

Smile for the Camera
The teenager famed for faking a pregnancy as part of a social experiment describes the family and cultural history of teen
pregnancy that shaped her life, her observations about how she was treated when she pretended to be pregnant and her
feelings about the consequences of low expectations.

The Pregnancy Project
Profiles the iconic baseball hitter, including his rigorous practice schedule as a youth, military service in two wars, and
stellar career that led to an unmatched season in 1941.

(Don't) Call Me Crazy
The star-crossed tale of Romeo and Juliet, told through the eyes of Romeo's cousin, Benvolio, a thief known as the Prince of
Shadows.

There Goes Ted Williams
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Are you a pregnant teen searching for real and honest experiences? Look no further. This book will encourage, inform,
educate and empower you as you navigate the journey. Did you have a pregnancy that ended because of a decision you
made that you have not yet healed from? This book will show how you can experience forgiveness and wholeness. Are you
a parent or close friend of a pregnant teen? This book will help you understand what she is going through and how you can
best support her as she faces difficult decisions. In My Teenage Pregnancy, Catie Czora shares her personal story of teen
pregnancy that began with heartbreak, rejection, prejudice and condemnation but ended with healing, hope and victory.
Catie, and her three friends discuss the options of parenting, adoption and abortion from their own personal experiences
helping you make an informed and educated decision on what is best for you and your baby. Know the choices and the
outcomes, but most importantly know there is hope for you!

Someone Like You
Zany mayhem ensues when two lovable and impish dogs become best friends Meeting Charlie is an invitation to a
mischievous scamp of a dog. A dog who does things his way. A dog who gets himself lost.Really lost! Meeting Chooch is an
invitation to a tiny, timid Yorkie yet equally capable of getting lostReally lost! Their adventures together begin when they
meet each other after managing to get, you know.Really lost. They forge a very special friendship and promise each other
to find their way back home to their Moms and Dads. That promise comes with some crazy humorous adventures, some
suspenseful adventures and some downright scary ones too! Their adventure also teaches Chooch and Charlie what
friendship really means and how to trust one another. How the heck did they survive? I mean really How do lost dogs find
food to eat? How do lost dogs travel miles across the country? How do lost dogs escape danger, like snapping turtles and
dog wardens. (Just to name a few.) How do lost dogs stay happy and not give up? Hold onto your dog biscuits and see if
these two pals are able to use their smarts and find their way back home!

The Diviners
While community colleges give first-generation students a chance to open the door to education, simply walking through
that door is not enough. Once there, many students feel completely alone. As members of a rapidly growing population,
these students are in desperate need of a practical, friendly, and useful resource.

Poison
When Annie discovers she's pregnant by her boyfriend, she's devastated. She has never felt so alone. With no one she can
talk to, she pours her heart out to her diary, confiding her feelings of panic, self-doubt, and the desperate hope that some
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day she can turn her life around. She decides she wants to keep her baby and dreams of loving and caring for this little
person. But after the baby is born, it's in her diary that she faces the agonizing question: Can she really raise this child on
her own?

The Pregnancy Project
New York Times Bestseller A breakout teen author explores the true meaning of popularity and how to survive middle
school in this hysterically funny, touchingly honest contemporary memoir. “I was inspired by [Maya's] journey and made a
point of saving a copy of ‘Popular’ for my sister, who starts middle school this fall. Maybe if I had read it when I was her age,
it could have saved me from a world of hurt, or at least put that world in perspective.” —Maude Apatow, New York Times
Book Review Can curlers, girdles, Vaseline, and a strand of pearls help a shy girl become popular? Maya Van Wagenen is
about to find out. Stuck near the bottom of the social ladder at “pretty much the lowest level of people at school who aren’t
paid to be here,” Maya has never been popular. But before starting eighth grade, she decides to begin a unique social
experiment: spend the school year following a 1950s popularity guide, written by former teen model Betty Cornell. The reallife results are hilarious, painful, and filled with unexpected surprises. Told with humor and grace, Maya’s journey offers
readers of all ages a thoroughly contemporary example of kindness and self-confidence, along with a better understanding
of what it means to be popular.

The Manual to Manhood
An introduction to the concept of symmetry as found in nature and everyday objects includes step-by-step instructions for
creating simple symmetrical designs.

Laughing at My Nightmare
"With acerbic wit & a hilarious voice, Shane Burcaw's YA memoir describes the challenges he faces as a 20-year-old with
muscular atrophy. From awkward handshakes to trying to finding a girlfriend and everything in between"--

We Should Hang Out Sometime
No Choirboy takes readers inside America's prisons, and allows inmates sentenced to death as teenagers to speak for
themselves. In their own voices—raw and uncensored—they talk about their lives in prison, and share their thoughts and
feelings about how they ended up there. Susan Kuklin also gets inside the system, exploring capital punishment itself and
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the intricacies and inequities of criminal justice in the United States. This is a searing, unforgettable read, and one that
could change the way we think about crime and punishment. No Choirboy: Murder, Violence, and Teenagers on Death Row
is a 2009 Bank Street - Best Children's Book of the Year.

I Feel Like Going On
A New York Times bestseller If you work hard enough, if you want it enough, if you’re smart and talented and “good
enough,” you can do anything. Except get pregnant. Her whole life, Lucy Knisley wanted to be a mother. But when it was
finally the perfect time, conceiving turned out to be harder than anything she’d ever attempted. Fertility problems were
followed by miscarriages, and her eventual successful pregnancy plagued by health issues, up to a dramatic, near-death
experience during labor and delivery. This moving, hilarious, and surprisingly informative memoir, Kid Gloves, not only
follows Lucy’s personal transition into motherhood but also illustrates the history and science of reproductive health from all
angles, including curious facts and inspiring (and notorious) figures in medicine and midwifery. Whether you’ve got kids,
want them, or want nothing to do with them, there’s something in this graphic memoir to open your mind and heart.

Help Wanted
From Paralympic ski racer and YouTube star, Josh Sundquist, comes an always-funny (and sometimes-awkward) memoir
about teenage misadventures. When I was twenty-five years old, it came to my attention that I had never had a girlfriend.
At the time, I was actually under the impression that I was in a relationship, so this bit of news came as something of a
shock. Why was Josh still single? To find out, he tracked down each of the girls he had tried to date since middle school and
asked them straight up: What went wrong? The results of Josh's semiscientific investigation are in your hands. From a
disastrous Putt-Putt date involving a backward prosthetic foot, to his introduction to CFD (Close Fast Dancing), and a
misguided "grand gesture" at a Miss America pageant, this story is about looking for love--or at least a girlfriend--in all the
wrong places. Poignant, relatable, and totally hilarious, this memoir is for anyone who has ever wondered, "Is there
something wrong with me?" (Spoiler Alert: the answer is no.)

Prince of Shadows
Sixteen-year-old Kyra, a highly-skilled potions master, is the only one who knows her kingdom is on the verge of
destruction—which means she''s the only one who can save it. Faced with no other choice, Kyra decides to do what she
does best: poison the kingdom''s future ruler, who also happens to be her former best friend. But, for the first time ever, her
poisoned dartmisses. Now a fugitive instead of a hero, Kyra is caught in a game of hide-and-seek with the king''s army and
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her potioner ex-boyfriend, Hal. At least she''s not alone. She''s armed with her vital potions, a too-cute pig, and Fred, the
charming adventurer she can''t stop thinking about. Kyra is determined to get herself a second chance (at murder), but will
she be able to find and defeat the princess before Hal and the army find her? Kyra is not your typical murderer, and she''s
certainly no damsel-in-distress—she''s the lovable and quick-witted hero of this romantic novel that has all the right
ingredients to make teen girls swoon.

The Most Beautiful Thing I’ve Seen
Veronica is top of her class - and somehow she's found herself gazing in disbelief at a positive pregnancy test. Even worse,
her ex-best friend and the high school's legendary malcontent, Bailey, is the only one there to help. In this warm and darkly
funny road trip story, Veronica and Bailey drive a thousand miles to an out-of-state abortion clinic - rediscovering their
friendship in the process

Celine Dion
There's a lot a guy needs to know as he grows up and makes his way in the world. And a lot of it, he wouldn't necessarily
want to have to ask about because then, well, people would know he didn't know what he was doing! For all the guys out
there who want to have it all together, Jonathan Catherman offers this collection of one hundred step-by-step instructions
on almost everything a guy needs to know, including how to · wear cologne correctly · manage a credit card · talk to a girl ·
plan a date · write a résumé · ask for a reference · clean a bathroom · throw a football · change a tire · behave during a
traffic stop · fold a shirt · tie a tie · grill a steak · clear a sink drain · find a stud in a wall In fact, if it's in here, it's an
important skill or character trait practiced by capable and confident men. With great illustrations and a supporting website,
this all-in-one reference tool for young men in the making is the perfect gift for birthdays, graduations, or any occasion.

The Future of Us
Now in print for almost 40 years, The New Lifetime Reading Plan provides readers with brief, informative, and entertaining
introductions to more than 130 classics of world literature. From Homer to Hawthorne, Plato to Pascal, and Shakespeare to
Solzhenitsyn, the great writers of Western civilization can be found in its pages. In addition, this new edition offers a much
broader representation of women authors, such as Charlotte Bronte, Emily Dickinson, and Edith Wharton, as well as nonWestern writers such as Confucius, Sun-Tzu, Chinua Achebe, Mishima Yukio, and many others.This fourth edition also
features a simpler format that arranges the works chronologically in five sections (The Ancient World; 300-1600;
1600-1800; 1800-1900; and The 20th Century), making them easier to look up than ever before. It deserves a place in the
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libraries of all lovers of literature.

With the Fire on High
From the German invasion of Poland in 1939 to the liberation of her concentration camp in 1945, the author chronicles an
adolescence shaped by the horrors of the Holocaust but strengthened by the force of her own will.

The 57 Bus
Details how Gaby was able to fake her own pregnancy--hiding the truth from even her siblings and boyfriend's parents--and
what it was like to become an accidental overnight media sensation.

The Lifetime Reading Plan
Lisa Gungor thought she knew her own story: small-town girl meets boy in college and they blissfully walk down the aisle
into happily ever after. Their Christian faith was their lens and foundation for everything—their marriage, their music, their
dreams for the future. But as their dreams began to come true, she began to wonder if her religion was really
representative of the ‘good news’ she had been taught. She never expected the questions to lead as far as they did when
her husband told her he no longer believed in God. The death of a friend, the unraveling of relationships and career, the
loss of a worldview, and the birth of a baby girl with two heart defects all led Lisa to a tumultuous place; one of depression
and despair. And it was there that her perspective on everything changed. The Most Beautiful Thing I’ve Seen tells the story
of what can happen when you dare to let go of what you think to be true; to shift the kaleidoscope and see new colors and
dimension by way of broken pieces. Lisa’s eloquent, soul-stirring memoir brings you to a music stage before thousands of
fans and a front porch where two people whisper words that scare them to the core. It is the story of how doubt can spark
the beginning of deeper faith; how a baby born with a broken heart can bring love and healing to the hearts of many, and
ultimately, how the hardest experience in life often ends up saving us.

Americanized: Rebel Without a Green Card
Kelle James ran away from an abusive home at the age of fifteen to the best place she could think of. New York City. She
was going to be a model, rich, famous, and she was going to find people who treated her right. She had no idea what was in
store for her and within three days she was homeless and broke. What follows is her exceptional story of trying to make it
on her own with nothing to her name and no one to trust. She endures a string of people, mostly men, who take advantage
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of her youth and beauty, many disappointments and rejections, and the most famous murder trial of the 1970s. This is the
story of a girl losing herself before finding her way in the city that never sleeps.

Annie's Baby
The legendary Baltimore Ravens linebacker assesses the state of football while recounting his troubled youth, his rise to
athletic fame, and the allegations that threatened his NFL career.
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